Object-oriented languages and rule-based languages o er two distinct and useful programming abstractions. However, previous attempts to integrate data-driven rules into object-oriented languages have typically achieved an uneasy union at best. R++ is a new, closer integration of the rule-based and object-oriented paradigms that extends C++ with a single programming construct, the path-based rule, as a new kind of class member. Path-based rules|data-driven rules that are restricted to follow pointers between objects|are like \automatic methods" that are triggered by changes to the objects they monitor. Path-based rules provide a useful level of abstraction that encourage a more declarative style of programming, and are valuable in object-oriented designs as a means of modeling dynamic collections of interdependent objects. Unlike more traditional pattern-matching rules, path-based rules are not at odds with the object-oriented paradigm, and o er performance advantages for many natural applications.
for many tasks, including enforcing invariants, checking constraints, expressing policies, and reacting to important states. The extra level of abstraction provided by rules results in increased C++ programmer productivity. R++ programs are shorter, contain fewer similar-but-not-identical pieces of code, and are more modular than C++ programs. In addition, the path-based rules of R++ are more cleanly integrated with the object-oriented paradigm than standard OPS5-style production rules. Finally, path-based rules yield a performance advantage over OPS5-style rules, as the algorithm that processes path-based rules is simpler and typically faster than the standard algorithm that processes production rules.
The Need for Rules
Many object-oriented applications depend on a domain model that is kept up-to-date and consistent as inputs/events are processed. Seemingly small tasks needed to maintain model integrity, such as enforcing invariants and detecting constraint violations, must be performed whenever updates are made to objects. The conventional way to do this is to add integrity-maintenance logic to the constructors and member functions that update the model, but this approach becomes error-prone for constraints and invariants involving two or more objects. In this section we concretely illustrate this point, by comparing two approaches to invariant maintenance. The rst approach uses an object-oriented language (namely C++), while the second approach uses the path-based rules of R++.
Consider a simple model of employees with the multiple-object invariant that a manager must make as much as each employee reporting to him or her. Assume that this invariant is enforced by raising the manager's salary whenever necessary. Typical C++ code to support this type of reasoning is shown in Figures 1 and 2 . Note the amount of code that has to be written to support this model. First, bookkeeping code is needed, such as code that manages backpointers from an employee to managers. 1 Obviously, code to enforce the invariant is also needed. However, due to the dependency between multiple objects, this code must be added in multiple classes, each time slightly di erent, yielding opportunities for programmer omissions and errors. Triggering the code to enforce the invariant in exactly all the appropriate places is also a problem. Too few calls results in incorrect behavior and too many calls results in ine ciency. In addition, Figures 1 and 2 show only the code to implement the dependency, not other code, such as constructors. This other code would also need to be modi ed to trigger dependency processing. Finally, since the invariant is never declaratively represented, it is unnecessarily di cult to understand and modify the code. In sum, while object-oriented languages facilitate the organization of classes, they do not provide support for expressing and maintaining certain kinds of dependencies between objects.
R++ extends C++ with data-driven, path-based rules. Such rules allow programmers to directly and declaratively represent dependencies between related objects, without worrying about how to do the bookkeeping required, how to divide dependencies between various classes and objects, or how to trigger the processing required to implement dependencies. Figure 3 shows typical R++ code to handle the employeemanager example discussed above. 2 In particular, the multiple-object invariant is now expressed using the single R++ rule maintainSalary. This rule is named and declared within the class Manager, as a new kind of class member. The rule is de ned somewhat like a member function, with an \if" part (the condition) and a \then" part (the action) separated by an arrow \=>". The rule's condition contains a \branch binding", whereby the rule branches on every member of the set staff. (Rule syntax and semantics will be detailed below.) Whenever the condition becomes true (any employee of the manager has a larger salary than the manager), the action is executed (the manager is assigned the employee's salary). Finally, the rule has no arguments and no return type since it cannot be called. Rather, the rule is triggered automatically, whenever a new instance of Manager is created, or whenever the value of a monitored rule-a ecting data member (salary or staff) is changed. R++ automatically provides modi er functions (e.g., set salary) for modifying these monitored data members, as will be detailed below. Since the rule is active on all objects that belong to Manager and responds to all changes that might cause its condition to be successfully evaluated, it enforces an invariant associated with the class.
Note that R++ takes care of the details of creating and maintaining bookkeeping backpointers, turning the rule into multiple C++ member functions that run under a variety of conditions, and triggering the rule in response to relevant occurrences. With more complicated rules R++ has to do even more|including keeping track of rules whose conditions are partially satis ed|tasks that are di cult to code correctly in C++. In addition, while the C++ code was incomplete, in Figure 3 no further code (such as constructors) is needed to trigger dependency processing. In sum, using data-driven rules for tasks such as maintaining model integrity helps eliminate programming errors and increase modi ability because: 1) a dependency can be expressed declaratively in one rule rather than in several functions that depend on perspective, and 2) rules are guaranteed to be evaluated every time a relevant change is made to the object model, without explicit procedural invocation. 
Roles for Rules
Rules have many potential roles within the object-oriented paradigm. As illustrated in the previous section, rules can be used to enforce invariants (things that should always be true). Rules can also be used to express policies, detect constraint violations, model relations, react to events and states, propagate information, update dependent objects, and even remove dangling pointers. The bene t, in all cases, is that the conditions of rules are expressed declaratively and are applied automatically as monitored data changes, without any burden of explicit procedural control. This section further motivates the need for rules, as well as continues an informal introduction of R++ through examples, by concretely illustrating some of the roles that rules can play in object-oriented designs. The rst rule 3 in Figure 4 shows how R++ can be used to express a company's retirement policy, namely, if a person has reached age 65 and has not yet retired, then the retirement process should be initiated. It is the simplest kind of rule in R++, as it only monitors the state of a single object. The rule is evaluated whenever a new instance of Employee is created and whenever an existing Employee's age or status is changed. Since rules are inherited by derived classes, this rule applies equally to instances of Manager. Thus the rule monitors all kinds of employees and reacts when its condition is satis ed.
R++ can also be used to detect constraint violations (things that should never be true). Detecting and reporting a constraint violation is a simple variation of enforcing an invariant (recall Figure 3) , where instead of enforcing the invariant, the rule action reports the violation. The second rule in Figure 4 illustrates a constraint involving two objects (in general, a condition may involve an arbitrary number of objects), and detects when the delegate of an employee on vacation is also on vacation. Literally, the rule says that if this' employee is on vacation and he/she has a delegate who is also on vacation, then output a message. The explicit use of`this' in the rule's condition, though not necessary, demonstrates that path-based rules, like member functions, are invoked with an implicit`this' pointer. Related objects are accessed by rst binding a rule variable to the address of the object, as shown in Employee *d = delegate. Note that the related object is reachable from the rst object (the implicit this object) using an access path (this->delegate). This rule detects violations of the vacation-coverage policy; it is triggered every time an employee's mode or delegate changes, or whenever a new instance of Employee is created. Although the action part of this rule is a simple output statement, any valid C++ statements can appear here.
In addition, R++ rules can be used to maintain relationships between objects in a model, such as inverses and transitive closures. The third rule in Figure 4 maintains an inverse relationship between a manager and the members of his/her sta . Speci cally, for every sta member emp of manager this, emp's boss is this. This rule's condition contains a \branch binding" whereby the rule branches on every member of a set or list 4 , thus enabling rules to work with sets and lists of objects as easily as with single objects. The addition of a new member to a set or list creates a new branch for the rule to test.
More broadly, rules can act as \monitors" of a model's state, observing changes to object memory and reacting when a condition is satis ed. Data-driven rules are well-suited to all sorts of monitoring tasks because they can express situation/action directives without complicating an application's procedural logic. Applications that model complex relations and information ow can use rules to propagate information within a model. Applications that monitor a physical system can use rules to detect and react to critical states. Applications that apply domain knowledge can use rules to express business policies, engineering guidelines, and situation/action heuristics and apply them automatically when each situation arises. Applications that are primarily reactive can use rules to express state transitions. As a software engineering aid, rules can be used as a kind of non-procedural exception mechanism for detecting and handling illegal states, to facilitate inter-object communication, and to implement design patterns. We have used rules in many of these roles in an alarm monitoring system for telephone switches 11, 12, 13, 14] , as will be discussed below and illustrated in the Appendix.
Rules can also be used to monitor problems with objects. One of the most pernicious kinds of bug in object-oriented programming is the \dangling pointer", where a pointer to a deleted object is used. To avoid such a bug, a programmer must ensure that all pointers to object`x' are removed or invalidated before`x' is deleted, and the programmer must remember to do this every place in the code where an object is deleted. This kind of discipline can be hard to maintain during a system's life-cycle, with many di erent programmers making changes. Figure 5 shows how a simple rule can eliminate a common form 4 Rules in R++ deal with pointers to other objects, so a set or list is represented as a set of pointers or a list of pointers. This rule above protects against dangling pointers from objects of class B to objects of class A. Specically, since class B contains a set of pointers to objects of class A, it also has a rule to monitor those pointers and remove any that point to an object marked for deletion. When an object of class A is deleted, thè delete' operator for class A rst sets the`trash' ag, immediately causing all rules sensitive to that ag to be reevaluated (in this case, only rule B::remove aptr). This ensures that all monitored pointers equal to the value in`ap' will be removed.
This example illustrates the bene t of a non-procedural guarantee in software design. It doesn't matter how many di erent places in the code delete an object of class A; one rule serves all of them, and it doesn't clutter the procedural sequence of any of them.
R++: Rules in an Object-Oriented Language
A key design goal of R++ was to add data-driven rules as a small, easy-to-understand extension of the objectoriented paradigm. The following sections discuss the key aspects of the design of R++, and illustrate how R++ rules were made to look and act as much like the rest of C++ as possible:
R++ rule syntax is similar to C++ syntax.
R++ rules are integrated into C++ classes as a new kind of class member.
R++ rules are path-based: like members functions, path-based rules traverse only the inter-object paths designed into a domain model. R++ rule processing is triggered by calls to constructors and modi er functions. R++ rules are controlled by natural mechanisms of the object-oriented paradigm. 
Rule Syntax and Semantics
The R++ rule syntax is de ned in Figure 6 . Rules are declared and de ned in a manner similar to other C++ class members, with the rule keyword distinguishing member rules from data members and member functions. A rule's name is simply a label for the rule. The signi cance of the name is only that another rule with the same name in a derived class overrides the rule from the base class. (An example of rule overriding is given in the Appendix.) Note that rules can only be associated with non-primitive (class) types.
A rule is like an if{then statement consisting of an \if" part (the condition) and a \then" part (the action). An action consists of ordinary C++ statements. A condition is a sequence of C++ boolean expressions 5 interspersed with R++ variable bindings and quanti ed tests. A variable binding declares and binds a pointer variable to the address of a related object, enabling a rule condition to reference data members of related objects (subject to C++ access controls). The boolean expressions and the expressions in the variable bindings can, of course, use variables bound earlier, just as in C++. Universally and existentiallyquanti ed tests iterate over a set or list applying the same test to each element; the iterator variable is de ned only within the scope of the quanti ed test.
There are two kinds of variable bindings. A simple binding, for example Employee * d = delegate in the second rule of Figure 4 , looks just like a C++ variable de nition, and simply binds a variable to the value of an expression, succeeding if that value is non-null. The example binding declares a variable of type Employee * and sets it to the value of this->delegate, succeeding only if the value is non-null.
A branch binding, for example Employee * emp @ staff in Figures 3 and 4 , is similar to a C++ variable de nition but uses \@" instead of \=" to bind a pointer variable to elements of a set or list of pointer values. The \@" should be read as \at" or \in", e.g., \for each employee in sta do ... ". The binding succeeds for each element of the set or list, causing the rule to branch on each element.
There are two kinds of quanti ed tests. 6 Universally-quanti ed tests succeed if the test holds for all elements of the quanti ed set or list. Existentially-quanti ed tests succeed if there exists at least one element of the set or list for which the test holds. An example of a quanti ed test will be discussed below. A condition is evaluated in the obvious way, succeeding for those successful bindings that make the boolean expressions and quanti ed tests evaluate to \true". When a rule's condition evaluates to \true", its action is executed. The action consists of a sequence of C++ statements, and may use any variables bound in the condition. It is important to realize that rules in R++ are procedural rules, not statements of logic. Thus, although a rule's action is executed when its condition evaluates to true, the action is not \retracted" when the condition ceases to be true.
Rules as Class Members
One natural way to t rules into the existing constructs of an object-oriented language is to associate rules with classes, just as data and functions are associated with classes, and have the rules work directly on objects that are instances of the class. In e ect, we view a rule as a \member rule" of a class, declared within the class with a class-speci c name. Just as data members de ne the representation of a class and member functions de ne the interface of a class, rules de ne the automatic behavior of a class.
Rules share several characteristics with member functions. First, since rules are class members and thus are de ned by class designers (not class users), they are given access to the visible members of their immediate class, whether public, protected, or private. Second, rules respect the access controls of C++, so a rule in one class cannot access private members of another class unless the rule (or its class) is declared a friend of the other class. Third, rules of a base class are inherited in the sense that they are applied (automatically) to instances of derived classes. Finally, a rule in a derived class overrides a rule of the same name from a base class. Rules di er from member functions in that they cannot be called, so they have no argument list, no return type, and no public/protected/private access speci cation.
R++ rules view an object as a collection of data-members; rules directly monitor speci ed data members and are triggered by changes to their values. This view is distinct from the view that an object should be de ned only by its external behavior (i.e., its response to messages). However R++ rules can still be valuable in applications where modularity is critical and objects are de ned by their behavior. In such applications, the class designer can encapsulate the data and de ne the object's behavior through a public interface while still using rules as part of the internal implementation. In other applications where rules may be written at the \user" level, such as in traditional expert systems, application programmers can de ne (or derive) their own classes with their own rules expressing inferences on the data.
The association of rules with classes provides a type for the root object (the`this' object) of a rule, namely the class of which the rule is a member. Further, the association provides a speci cation for when objects are brought to the attention of rules, namely, that the creation of an instance of a class brings the object to the attention of the member rules of that class and its base classes. The only way to remove an object from consideration by rules is to destroy the object. Thus, a rule is always active on all objects of its class (including objects of derived classes).
Path-Based Rules
Rules in R++ are termed path-based because their conditions strictly traverse inter-object paths starting from a root object (the`this' pointer variable). 7 Such rules have the same access capabilities as member functions. While this property may seem unsurprising and even expected by object-oriented programmers, it is not present (to our knowledge) in any other rule language save Algernon 15, 16] , the forebear of R++. Other rule languages support pattern-matching rules that can perform arbitrary joins between unrelated objects. In our view this violates the locality of reference designed into a domain model, making program behavior harder to predict and understand. 8 Compared to the \inference engines" of pattern-matching rule languages, the algorithm for processing path-based rules is simpler since pointer-following is much less complex than join operations|so much so that rules in R++ simply translate into C++ member functions that are executed whenever a relevant occurrence is made, without the need for a run-time interpreter. The R++ translator (see the implementation section) compiles rules into member functions, adds bookkeeping data members to rule-a ecting classes, de nes modi er functions for monitored data members, and arranges rule-triggering by placing calls to rule functions inside constructors and modi er functions. In particular, for each data member monitored by a rule, the R++ translator adds a rule-speci c data member that, during execution, will contain backpointers to root objects (with the exception that data members of root objects themselves do not have back-pointers). When a relevant change is made to a data member of a non-root object, each triggered rule will follow each of its back-pointers to a root object and then evaluate its condition on all paths that can be formed from that root and that pass through the changed object. Full details regarding the R++ algorithm for processing path-based rules are presented elsewhere 17].
The algorithm for processing path-based rules is often more e cient than the typical RETE-based inference engine of pattern-matching rule languages. Given n objects, r rules, and v variables in the largest rule condition, the worst-case heap-storage requirement for R++ is O(rn 2 ) whereas the RETE algorithm 18] uses space O(rn v ). Note, however, that worst-case analyses have not been particularly good indicators of actual performance for matching algorithms, as the worst case is rarely achieved in practice (e.g., 19]). Below we present empirical results (using both synthesized rules and real-world application programs) that further support the e ciency of path-based rules.
Although reduction in complexity was a principle objective of the research upon which path-based rules was founded 15, 16] , an equally important aspect of path-based rules for R++ is that it allows rules to be viewed as class members, and thus integrated cleanly into the object-oriented framework.
Rule Processing
There are three phases to rule processing: triggering, evaluation, and execution. A rule is triggered when object memory is changed in a way that might satisfy the rule's condition. One form of triggering|called relevant construction|occurs when a new instance of class c is created, triggering all member rules of class c. The other form of triggering|called relevant change|occurs when the value of a \monitored" (rule-a ecting) data member is changed, triggering the rules that monitor that data member. To ensure proper rule triggering, relevant changes must be made through specially-named modi er functions. For a single-valued data member named x the modi er function is named set x; for a set of pointers the modi er functions are named insert x and remove x; and for a list of pointers the modi er functions are named get x (get from head), put x (put to tail), unget x (put to head), and unput x (get from tail). Modi er functions for rule-a ecting data members are de ned automatically by the R++ translator, unless already de ned by the user. It is generally considered good C++ programming style to use such modi er functions. 9 Figure 8 illustrates the rule triggering that results from calls to constructors and modi er functions. Although R++ does not have rule triggering on object deletion, this can be simulated by change to a special data member (as in Figure 5 ).
Following a triggering event a rule's condition is evaluated. If any conjunct of the condition evaluates to false, the rule abandons all paths following from the false conjunct. Since a rule may be triggered and evaluated many times before its condition is nally satis ed, rule conditions should be free of side-e ects. When an event triggers more than one rule, a rule in a derived class is evaluated before a rule in a base class; otherwise, the order of evaluation is unspeci ed.
When a rule's condition evaluates to true, its action is executed on the data that satis ed the condition. Execution of the action|which consists of ordinary C++ statements|may trigger other rules, causing a \forward chaining" of rule executions.
As a change to a data member can cause more than one rule condition to evaluate to true, the action of a rule may be delayed from the time of the change that caused its condition to evaluate to true. R++ ensures that rules do not execute on \old" data nor execute more than once on changed data; it does this by saving a \time tag"|a value that varies monotonically with time|with each monitored data member and element each time a relevant change is made. For example, if a relevant change triggers two rules in a way that would satisfy both rule conditions, but the rst rule to be evaluated and executed changes the original triggering data, thereby retriggering the same two rules, the second rule will eventually be evaluated on the newest data (and executed only if its condition is satis ed). Although the second rule was triggered twice in this scenario, it will execute at most once on the changed data because the deferred rule evaluation will see that the data changed again after it was triggered.
Rules are executed whenever possible under the above criteria. Thus, no rules are waiting to run if and only if there is no current collection of data that causes a rule's condition to evaluate to true for which the rule's action has not been run. When no rules can run, control returns to the modi er function or constructor call that triggered rule processing.
Rule Control
Data-driven computation is valuable as a programming abstraction precisely because it is non-procedural, but most applications require some sequentiality. Consequently, rule-based programming languages typically o er various mechanisms to control the order in which rules are applied, mechanisms such as userde nable con ict-resolution procedures, rule priorities, rule sets, and context stacks 20]. None of these mechanisms are natural to object-oriented languages and they all complicate language semantics. R++ does not require special rule-control mechanisms for two reasons. First, as an extension to C++, the language already contains familiar procedural constructs for performing sequential tasks. Since rules and procedures operate on the same objects, it is natural to express the sequential logic in procedural code and reserve the data-driven tasks for rules. Second, where sequencing among rules is desired, the object-oriented paradigm provides natural mechanisms for controlling path-based rules. Speci cally, path-based rules are class members, so rules are grouped by class with rules in a derived class considered before rules in a base class. This sequencing allows rules on more speci c types to defeat rules on more general types. Within a class, sequencing can be controlled by the class designer by adding a private \control" data member whose value is tested in rule conditions and modi ed in rule actions. Since there is no complex priority scheme, there is no agenda that collects all rule activations 10 that are waiting to run. Rule activations are simply run in a depth-rst fashion, as soon after they are triggered as possible. That is, a change to monitored data causes the rule activations for that data to start running; a later change to other monitored data causes the rule activations for the new change to start running; rule activations for the old change that have not yet been run are deferred until the rule activations for the new change are all nished running.
The integration of rules into the object-oriented paradigm obviates the need for other kinds of control mechanisms. Since rules work directly on all instances of a class, there is no need for a separate working memory nor even a mechanism to keep track of which objects are active in the rule system. Since construction and destruction of objects brings objects into and out of consideration by rules, no enabling/disabling functions or object containers are needed. Since triggering is provided through modi er functions, no special \rule noti cation" mechanism is needed.
Additional Examples Illustrating R++
To further illustrate R++, Figure 7 extends the Employee{Manager example of Figure 4 to include a Project class, where each employee has a set of assigned projects. Rule Manager::idle employee detects when any member of a manager's sta has no active projects (or no projects at all). The rule's universally-quanti ed test (all : : :) returns true if all of an employee's projects are \on hold". Since this rule is a member of 10 A rule activation is a rule plus a set of bindings of the variables in the rule's condition to objects in memory. Figure 8 further extends Figure 7 to illustrate how rules are triggered by construction of and change to objects. As shown in main, construction of an object immediately triggers all rules of its class, including rules of base classes, so construction of a Manager object triggers not only Manager rules but also Employee rules. Likewise, changes to the values of rule-a ecting data members, made via R++'s specially-named modi er functions, trigger the rules that monitor those data members. (Recall that R++ automatically de nes modi er functions for all monitored data members. 11 ) For example, when the main program calls the user-de ned public member function increment age, it in turn calls the R++-de ned protected modi er function set age which triggers all rules that monitor the age data member (in this case, just rule Employee::retirement policy). Similarly, when the main program calls the user-de ned public member function add staff, it in turn calls the R++-de ned protected modi er function insert staff which triggers all rules that monitor the staff data member (in this case, rule Manager::staff inverse and rule Manager::idle employee).
Each R++-de ned modi er function (e.g., set age) has the same access speci cation as its corresponding data member. This ensures that the introduction of rules into a class has no e ect on information-hiding. The only requirement on the class designer is that other member functions that modify the values of rule-a ecting data members must use the specially-named modi er functions to make such modi cations. Clients of a class continue to use the class through its public interface, whether or not the class has rules.
Implementation Issues
R++ is implemented by means of an R++ to C++ translator, itself written using C++, along with versions of lex and yacc. 12 C++ is not an ideal language to extend. We would have preferred to make R++ largely a library of classes, thus requiring fewer extensions to the base language, but C++ does not support the kind of control over object creation and destruction that such an architecture would require. It also does not provide monitoring of all accesses to object members. Therefore we have had to create an extension of the C++ language, as detailed above.
Even this extension process is less-than-ideal in C++. C++ is not type-safe|casts can change the typing of objects, violating encapsulation. Further, C++ allows pointers to object data members to be created, which can then be used to change the object. For C++ to be easy to extend, it should allow a comprehensive noti cation mechanism whereby a rule-system would be noti ed whenever a relevant change occurred to any object. In C++ such a mechanism would require complete parsing of all code in a program, which would signi cantly complicate the translator.
In order to render the noti cation problem tractable and avoid parsing all the C++ code in R++ programs, we have placed several restrictions on proper code. First, no casts can be performed on classes used by rules. This restriction is just a stronger restatement of the normal C++ caveat that casts violate encapsulation and can result in incorrect execution. Second, changes to data members monitored by rules must be made via the specially-named modi er functions, as discussed above. Furthermore, functions should not be used in the condition of rules, as R++ cannot, in general, analyze the data used inside a function. This is because relevant change is de ned as change to the data mentioned directly in the condition of a rule, including arguments to functions, but not including change to data used in functions called in the rule condition. Violation of these restrictions may cause improper behavior of R++ rules. This is not an ideal solution, but is required because of the limitations of C++.
Another limitation of R++ concerns the use of legacy classes. There are two aspects to adding rules to C++ legacy classes|changing behavior by specialization and adding rules. R++ does not work well in either of these cases. Even in C++, changing the behavior of a legacy class by specialization assumes that the base class was designed to be extended in the desired direction. Thus, any designer of classes which have rules needs to similarly take into account that classes can have their behavior specialized by rules in subclasses. Obviously, legacy classes have not been designed with this in mind. As for adding rules to legacy classes, R++ brings with it a programming paradigm, namely data-driven computation. In order to do a good design to get the most bene ts out of R++, C++ classes should be thought out from a data-driven computation perspective. Most importantly however, R++ requires exclusive control of the data members being monitored. This is not possible to do with existing legacy classes in either of the above cases without parsing all the code, and without having the ability to modify the legacy class code. We felt that the bene ts of being able to add rules on existing C++ classes did not justify these costs, especially since procedural code could always be used.
A nal point regarding our approach is that it has resulted in increased compilation time. Part of the increase is in the time needed to run the R++ translator, but the larger part is in increased C++ compilation time. The C++ code emitted by the translator is large and uses several template classes; template instantiation is notoriously slow in some C++ compilers.
Empirical Comparisons with RETE Pattern-Matching and C++
In this section we present two types of evaluations of the performance of R++. First, we compare R++ to C5, a C-based superset of OPS5 that uses the RETE algorithm 18], by comparing rule-ring rates on a set of arti cially constructed trees of increasing depth and breadth. 13 Second, we compare the resource needs of R++, C5, and C++, by coding two well-known examples (a benchmark expert system program and a standard active database example) in all three languages. Table 1 : Rule-ring rates for R++ and C5 on trees of varying depth (path length) and breadth (branching factor).
Rule Firing Rates on Trees of Varying Depth and Breadth
The performance of path-based rules relative to pattern-matching rules on trees with varying properties is shown in Table 1 . Performance rates are given in rule rings per second on a Sun SPARCstation 10. In each performance measurement a tree of objects of a speci ed depth (path length) and breadth (branching factor) was created; a path-length of n means that n + 1 objects are in the path. The tree is monitored by a single rule that follows a path from the root object to a leaf object. Since a tree can be implemented in C++ with either lists or sets, the results for both are shown. The R++ results for sets are most comparable to the C5 results, since trees in C5 are inherently unordered (they arise from joins among working memory elements). If order is important, however, it's easy to obtain in R++ simply by using lists instead of sets, though there is a performance penalty because time-tag processing (see page 12) incurs more overhead with lists. In C5, and in other rule systems, it is much more di cult and time-consuming to process a tree in an ordered way.
To test the worst-case for R++, all triggering changes were made in leaf objects. As can be seen, R++ generally outperforms C5, especially with small path lengths and low branching factors, where it is much faster. This is largely due to the elimination of the bookkeeping that is required for the RETE algorithm. As path-length and branching-factor increase, R++'s rule ring rate declines considerably because its current algorithm trades time for space. In practice, the number of such slower-performing rules can be reduced by tuning a model, for example, by connecting distant objects with shorter paths.
For the set-based version of R++ and for C5, Figure 9 makes the above points graphically, by plotting rule ring rates as a function of tree branching factor, for path lengths 1, 2, and 3. Again, the results Figure 9: Rule-ring rate as a function of tree breadth (branching factor), for R++ (set-based) versus C5, for di erent tree depths (path length).
Breadth
show that the most dramatic performance improvements are for R++ compared to C5, for the lower values of path-length and/or the lower branching factors. The three di erent R++ lines also indicate that within R++, the branching factor more negatively impacts performance for the longer path lengths.
Resource Measurements for Two Application Programs
The simple set of empirical tests in the previous section serves only to show that R++ does not su er in comparison with a di erent kind of rule system. To the contrary, R++ outperforms a standard rule system by a considerable margin in most of the tests here. To show how R++ compares with non-rule implementations we implemented two simple examples in R++, C5, and C++.
The performance of path-based rules relative to pattern-matching rules and to C++ on a well-known line-labeling application program is shown in The C5 version of the benchmark is a slightly-modi ed version of a simple OPS5 program obtained from Daniel P. Miranker. 14 Because OPS5 and R++ have di erent rule languages, the benchmark had to be recoded from OPS5 to R++. The R++ version was derived from the OPS5 program by rst creating C++ data structures for the OPS5 working memory elements, modifying them as appropriate to t within the C++ object model. Then, R++ rules were written to mimic the OPS5 rules that naturally t within the R++ model. The other OPS5 rules were implemented in C++ code. This resulted in R++ code that was a close match to the original OPS5 code, and not in particularly e cient R++ rules.
The initial OPS5 program had 33 rules, 18 of which were directly related to the core of the line labeling algorithm, 7 of which were control rules, and 8 of which were printing and setup rules. The 18 labeling rules had a total of 92 conditions and 34 actions. They were turned into 9 R++ rules with a total of 42 conditions and 22 action lines of code. Usually, OPS5 rules that translate into R++ rules translate on a one-for-one basis, but because OPS5 has no sets, the OPS5 code represents sets as sequences, and rules that act on any member (or subset) of the set have to be duplicated in OPS5 but not in R++. Thus, there are twice as many OPS5 rules as R++ rules. The reason that there are slightly more lines of action code per rule in the R++ example is that iterating over a set takes about three lines of code in C++. In contrast, because the OPS5 rules are replicated, they can directly access the appropriate element. Finally, there are slightly less average conditions per rule in R++.
The C++ implementation is a recoding of the R++ implementation. The R++ rules were turned into C++ methods, and the classes were augmented to incorporate extra data member pointers to allow these methods to run as appropriate. The C++ implementation incorporates quite a number of optimizations over the R++ implementation, based on an analysis of the entire program. For example, since all rules have the same triggering conditions, only one version of each rule needs to be written, all rules can be triggered from a single virtual method, and only one set of pointers to root objects need be created. Since all rules can safely be run on stale data, data time tags are not necessary; since all rules can be run more than once on the same data, rule time tags are also not necessary. Since neither objects nor pointers between objects are removed, there is no need for any pointer management.
The Performance gures in Table 2 are given in both seconds and MB, and were obtained by running each version of the benchmark on a Sun SPARCstation 20. The rst set of R++ and C++ gures are for the Standard Components version of sets 9]. The second set of gures are for an already existing hash-set implementation optimized for good storage consumption with very small sets. The sets in the benchmark are almost all of size 2 or 3.
As can be seen, R++ is much faster than C5 on this application. This is largely due to the fact that the rules are small-branching-factor rules with a path length of 1. Further, as the input size increases, R++'s speed advantage becomes even bigger. As for storage, R++ consumes somewhat more memory than C5 when a set implementation with a large overhead (i.e., the Standard Components implementation) is used. With a better set implementation, R++ consumes somewhat less storage than C5.
The R++ implementation is slower and uses more storage than the C++ implementation, as expected. However, even though this example admits quite a number of optimizations over the rule control mechanism used by R++, the C++ implementation still consumes roughly 60% to 70% of the resources of the R++ implementation. Most of this di erence has to do with the fewer pointers used in the C++ implementation; examples that need more of the R++ features, such as rules with di ering data used in their conditions or management of pointers, would show a much smaller di erential.
The above measurements are insu cient to con dently generalize. Nevertheless, our results provide evidence that R++ is much faster than C5 on certain kinds of applications, and that R++ rules are similar in size and number to OPS5-style rules. R++ is somewhat slower than C++ code for the same task, but the C++ code is considerably larger, even when global conditions are used to optimize the C++ code and reduce the amount of bookkeeping it needs to do. Table 3 shows the same types of performance gures as in the previous section, this time for R++, C++, and C5 programs that create and maintain a model where a manager must always make as much as each employee reporting to a manager that reports to him or her, enforced by raising the manager's salary whenever necessary. The usual (simpler) statement of this multiple object invariant is that a manager must make more than his or her direct reports, as shown in Figure 3 and as discussed in the object-oriented database community 27]. We have increased the complexity of the example to make it more interesting. The three programs have equivalent functionality and were coded by one of the authors of this paper, who is pro cient in all three programming languages. In this experiment, however, the C++ program was not highly optimized. As can be seen from Table 3 , R++ is again much faster than C5 on this application, especially as the input size increases. (All measurements are again from a Sun SPARCstation 20.) While R++ is slower than C++, the di erences do not explode with input size. As for storage, R++ consumes somewhat more storage than C++, and both somewhat less (this time even using the standard set implementation) and somewhat more storage than C5, depending on input size.
As with the line-labeling application, this experiment provides evidence that the use of rules yields R++ programs that are shorter than equivalent C++ programs. The trade-o is that R++ programs require more memory and take longer to execute than C++ programs. While R++ and C5 programs are fairly similar in size, unlike C5, the use of path-based rules prevents the R++ execution times from exploding compared to C++.
The results from these two, admittedly small, examples indicate that R++ is competitive with direct implementation in C++. There is a penalty to be paid, in both time and space between an implementation in R++ and a direct implementation in C++, but the size of the code is much smaller in R++ than in a direct implementation in C++, which indicates that considerable savings in implementation costs are achievable when using R++ 7 Experiences Using R++ R++ has been successfully used in two AT&T operations support systems, by a set of developers who were not involved in the design and implementation of R++. ANSWER{4ESS (Automated Network Surveillance with Expert Rules) 13, 12] automates the surveillance and maintenance of the the 4ESS telephone switching system. (The 4ESS handles most AT&T domestic long-distance calls.) ANSWER{4ESS has been in eld trial (the nal phase of a system before deployment) for more than a year. ANSWER{SD automates the surveillance and maintenance of the segmentation directory subsystem. The development phase of ANSWER{SD has been completed, and the system will shortly be put into eld trial. In this section we detail one of these experiences using R++. In particular, we rst describe the ANSWER{4ESS system, then summarize the major bene ts and costs of using R++ for its implementation.
ANSWER{4ESS performs real-time monitoring of alarm and other informational messages coming from the various components of the 4ESS; it handles all 140 of AT&T's 4ESS switches, runs 24 hours a day, seven days a week, and processes over 100,000 alarms per week. ANSWER{4ESS correlates alarm messages, ignores transient alarms, recognizes chronic problems, runs diagnostics, restores the network element, automates the trouble ticket creation and signals problems requiring human attention. The system takes input in the form of messages from the 4ESS, and produces output in the form of warning and action messages to eld technicians. The system operates by building and maintaining an explicit model of the network element, then reasons with respect to this model. 15 The ANSWER{4ESS alarm monitor is implemented in R++ as follows. The domain model of the 4ESS is represented in C++, and includes both the type hierarchy of components in the switch and a set of diagnostically-important functional and structural relationships between components. R++ rules reason from this device model to dynamically create relevant portions of the 4ESS from alarm messages, maintain the integrity of the device model by enforcing invariants and detecting constraint violations, propagate alarm information through the model, determine root causes of alarms, and monitor for other conditions that require technicians to be alerted. The application has 218 rules spread over 23 classes. Note that because R++ rules are tightly integrated with the C++ object-oriented class mechanisms|which are used to de ne the domain model|it is natural to write rules that operate on the model. In fact, because R++ rules are path-based, rules must be written using relations that are explicitly de ned in the domain model. A detailed description of ANSWER-4ESS and its R++ implementation can be found in 13]. An extremely simple (but complete) R++ program giving a feel for the ANSWER{4ESS alarm monitor is presented in the Appendix.
ANSWER{4ESS was written to replace an existing legacy alarm monitor, built using a purely rule-based paradigm and implemented using the C5 language. The existing alarm monitor was hard to maintain, so the goal of the ANSWER{4ESS project was to redesign and reimplement the previous system using an object-oriented paradigm. 16 The use of R++ rather than C++ for the implementation of ANSWER{4ESS has yielded two major bene ts. 17 First, R++ was a cost-e ective approach, as it resulted in a reduction of the total headcount needed for software development. According to the technical manager of ANSWER{ 4ESS, it would have taken approximately twice as many sta -days to obtain the same level of functionality and reliability if the system had been programmed directly in C++ 28] . Several factors contribute to this doubling of productivity: \Clearly, the fact that R++ relieves the programmer from dealing with tedious technicalities (which typically accounts for 50% of the total amount of C++ code in ANSWER), will result in 15 The alarm monitoring approach adopted in ANSWER{4ESS is based on the use of \a ective relations" for device representation and reasoning 11]. 16 In addition to being written in an object-oriented manner, ANSWER{4ESS di ers from the previous system in that it runs on a new platform and has added functionality. 17 A discussion of the bene ts of ANSWER{4ESS over the previous C5-based system is presented in 13]. Brie y, in addition to making the alarm monitor easier to maintain, ANSWER{4ESS is also more comprehensible, runs faster, requires less hardware, reduces the learning curve, is easier to integrate with the rest of the support system, and allows the use of procedural code within the expert system. cost-savings via a number of ways, including:
R++ improves the development cycle by providing a mechanism to write requirements in a higher level language, R++ and thus reduce the gap between requirements and implementation. R++ facilitates easier maintenance due to the clarity, robustness and compactness of the object-model. R++ promotes software reuse through code generation. R++ promotes team development through uniform style of programming, and providing a common object-model on which a system-engineer, domain-experts, software developer, and system testers can work. " 28] Second, R++ yielded an important qualitative improvement with respect to the end-to-end process. R++ enabled system engineers and software developers to spend more time solving the real problem, rather than dealing with low-level artifacts of C++:
\R++ encourages the developer to clearly separate the model's behavior from the model's infrastructure by using R++ rules. R++ rules relieve the programmer from writing the tedious behind-the-scenes book-keeping code to deal with the vast amount of technicalities necessary to manage the (technical) relationships between the model's behavior and its infra-structure. Instead, by just writing R++ rules, the programmer is free to focus exclusively on the real problem, namely specifying the functional relationships between the model's behavior and its infra-structure. " 28] Using R++ to implement ANSWER{4ESS has also provided us with feedback regarding the most signicant costs of using R++ rather than C++. The most frequent user complaint about R++ was that it increased compilation time. 18 For example, the R++ compilation times for the line-labeling and employee-manager applications from the previous section are 99.1 and 16.7 seconds, respectively, while the compilation times for the functionally equivalent C++ programs are 60.5 and 10.7 seconds. As discussed above, part of the increase is in the time needed to run the R++ translator, but the larger part is in increased C++ compilation time. The second major complaint about R++ was that it lacked a good debugger. This is because current object-oriented development tools don't provide any assistance for the rule construct added to R++. 19 Finally, early indications from ANSWER{4ESS suggest that R++ will also yield a reduction of software maintenance costs. An analysis of R++ versus C++ using the quantitative software metric \lines of code," which has been shown to correlate with software life-cycle costs 29], lends support to this belief. 20 As demonstrated for the two application programs used to compare resource consumption, R++ programs have less lines of codes than functionally equivalent C++ programs, even when the C++ program does less work due to optimization. While we don't have a user-written C++ version of ANSWER-4ESS, we do have the C++ program that results from the R++ translation process. In ANSWER{4ESS, 3000 lines of R++ code are translated into 17,000 lines of C++ code by the R++ translator. In addition, ANSWER{4ESS contains 8,000 lines of pure C++ code, which are not translated. In sum, the total size of the R++/C++ version of ANSWER{4ESS is 11,000 lines of code, while the purely C++ version (after the R++ translation process) is 25,000 lines of code 13]. By using R++, the ANSWER programmers thus generated a C++ version of ANSWER{4ESS by writing less than half of the ultimate number of lines of code.
Related Work
Three di erent communities have added rules to object-oriented programming languages. The Arti cial Intelligence community, as described in the introduction, has employed pattern-matching production rules, converted to work directly with native objects rather than with \working memory elements". CERS 4], ILOG Rules 5], RAL/C++ 6], RETE++ 7] , and Venus 30] are recent examples of this approach. While pattern-matching rules are more expressive than path-based rules, 21 and allow more complex rule execution, such rules exist outside of the class system. In contrast, rules in R++ are class members and thus are organized within the inheritance hierarchy. Further, since the rules are path-based and not patternmatching, the algorithms for processing rules are more e cient, and programmers cannot circumvent relationships de ned in an object model. However, it should be noted that for applications in which the programming is basically in the rules rather than in the object-oriented language, a developer might be better served by using a purely rule-based language such as C5, rather than R++ or another object-oriented hybrid. Similarly, even for applications with a lot of host language programming, if the rules do not t well with the object-model, a pattern-matching approach might be preferable.
A second community has approached rules in the context of active object-oriented databases. Many active databases (e.g., Although the details of particular systems vary, primitive event sets typically include method invocation, and sometimes also internal database events and time events. Primitive events can be generated by objects before or after they invoke methods, and in some systems also at any user-speci ed point in the method. All member functions can be assumed to be potential events, or users can specify which member functions generate events. Most systems allow complex events to be composed from primitive events using operators such as sequence, conjunction, disjunction, and negation. Di erent coupling modes between events, conditions, and actions address the composition of events relative to transaction boundaries, and specify when rules should be executed relative to their triggering. The rules in active object-oriented databases generally have access to both the before and after states of the database (as opposed to R++, where rules only have access to current state).
R++, in contrast, re ects its roots in the condition-action paradigm of standard OPS5-style production systems, in that R++ rules do not explicitly specify events. However, while standard production rules are active all the time (in active database terms, every update is an event for every rule), R++ rules (like the rules of active databases) need to be triggered, i.e., events must be detected. As discussed above, R++ rules are implicitly triggered via relevant construction and relevant change. Events are implicitly speci ed in rule conditions, and event detection is implicitly performed by C++ code that is automatically output by the R++ translator. Users only need to appropriately use the keyword monitored and the R++ modi er functions. Thus, compared to many active databases, R++ does more of the work involving event speci cation and detection. However, some active database systems also transparently detect primitive events, e.g., SAMOS modi es method bodies so that primitive events can be detected without user intervention. In addition, since R++ primitive events are at a ner level of granularity than typical database events, we believe that R++ helps guard against unexpected rule rings. On the other hand, R++ rules are less expressive than most database rules with respect to events. R++ event composition is restricted to conjunction, and R++ does not allow users to specify rule execution preferences via coupling modes. These are potential areas for future work, as discussed in the next section. The path-based restriction of R++ also makes its rules less expressive. As discussed above, we view this as a positive restriction, as global OPS5-style production rules are less object-oriented than R++ rules.
Independently of the rule paradigm, there are many other ways for systems to vary, based on how rules are incorporated into the object-oriented environment. For example, rules can have intra-object or interobject scope, can be declared in classes or as rst-class objects, and can be compiled into the host language and/or processed at runtime. In fact, many of the R++ design choices and implementation techniques have already been used in the active object-oriented database community. What is particularly novel about R++ is that it simultaneously allows inter-object rules to be declared in classes and preprocessed into the host language.
To elaborate, R++, inspired by the constraints and triggers of Ode, allows rules to be speci ed only at class de nition time, which allows them to be pre-processed into host-language code. This approach has runtime e ciency advantages, and also naturally supports rule inheritance. (On an orthogonal note, R++, like Ode, does not allow rule execution orderings via rule priority levels or position in declarations.) REACH similarly requires rules to be speci ed at compile time, although in REACH rules are rst class objects; a rule is mapped into a rule object and two C functions (for condition evaluation and action execution). SAMOS de nes rules and events using a high-level speci cation language, then translates them into rst-class objects. Note that users are thus not aware of the internal system representation of rules (and events) as objects. In all of these approaches, rule modi cation requires system recompilation. Although compiler-based approaches often work well when rule bases do not change with high frequency, in our major application, namely ANSWER-4ESS, the most frequent user complaint was in fact that R++ increased compilation time. Although not a concern for R++, the compilation approach is also problematic for interpretive object-oriented environments. Finally, the compilation approach limits the extensibility of the system when there are pre-existing objects in a database, a situation which is somewhat similar to when there are legacy classes in an object-oriented system. These concerns have led to runtime rule speci cations in ADAM, and to both class de nition and runtime rule speci cations in Sentinel. Other reasons for supporting run-time rule speci cations, as well as for treating rules and events as rst class objects rather than as \member rules", are based on database concerns such as transaction semantics and persistence. Since R++ is not an active database system, concerns arising from the need to provide full database capabilities are not applicable to R++, and have led to di erent design choices.
Unlike many active database systems (e.g., Ode, ADAM, REACH), both R++ and Sentinel support rules that can be triggered by changes to multiple instances of objects, even from di erent classes. For example, while the triggers of Ode allow for the execution of C++ code when a condition is satis ed on an object, an Ode trigger on an object is executed only when a method is run on that object|there is no mechanism for deferring the execution of the trigger action until a condition involving other objects is satis ed. In contrast, the rules of R++, like the rules of Sentinel, allow objects to react to their own changes as well as to the changes of other objects. R++ achieves this functionality while allowing rules to be declared only in classes. The designers of Sentinel mistakenly believed that rules must be treated as objects in order to allow rules to be shared across objects. They felt that if rules were declared only inside classes, then \... a rule that ensures an employer's salary is always less than his/her manager's salary needs to be declared twice|once within the employee class and once within the manager class." 27] As shown by the R++ coding of this example in Figure 3 , rules can both be declared inside classes and shared. Note that the other disadvantages pointed out by the Sentinel designers with respect to rule declarations inside classes are still valid, however. In particular, changing rules involves modifying class de nitions and thus system recompilation.
Other active database work is less similar to R++. The event-condition-action rules in POSTGRES 38] and Starburst 39] trigger on speci c events in the database, such as adding a tuple to a relation, and not on a boolean condition involving the data members of various objects (but then allow a condition to lter the rule action). VenusDB 30] extends a C++ traditional rule-based language to allow rule-based applications to execute against standard relational databases.
A third communityhas added rules to deductive databases, including object-oriented deductive databases such as Coral++ 40] . Rules in deductive databases are run to satisfy queries and so have a very di erent purpose than rules in R++.
Finally, our work (and much of the above related work) is similar to that of Lopez et al. 41] , in that one of our motivations is a desire to declaratively express constraints among objects. However, we propose to express constraints using rules instead of a constraint language. Admittedly, rules still have a procedural component (they run in some order, their consequent consists of procedural code, etc), and so rules are in a sense less declarative than the constraint language proposed by Lopez et al. However, by using rules, we believe that we are able to achieve the e ect of declarative representation of constraints at a much lower cost in terms of programmer learning time, semantic complexity, and implementation complexity. As we argued above, R++ rules t naturally into the object-oriented framework and thus are a relatively small extension to C++.
Future Work
There are a number of issues that have not been addressed in the current R++ implementation, but that are candidates for future versions of R++.
First, based on the feedback from the developers of ANSWER-4ESS, the next version of R++ needs to have shorter compilation times. R++ interacts badly with le-dependency recompilation of large C++ programs. The header les resulting from R++ are larger than standard C++ header les and are more interconnected, so recompilation takes even more time than with standard C++ programs. A better mechanism for recompiling C++ programs is required to really solve this problem, but some changes to how R++ generates header les would help somewhat.
Second, the current version of R++ runs rules after every change to monitored data. It would be useful to be able to defer the running of rules occasionally, treating a group of changes as an atomic batch. There are semantic problems with this, such as how to treat changes to monitored data that are undone inside the batch.
Third, the current version of R++ works entirely on in-core data. As there is considerable interest in active databases, it would be interesting to combine the R++ approach to rules with an object-oriented database. Since R++ rules are simpler to implement than the rules in most active databases, such a system should be able to support more rules without having to add triggers to control the activation of rules.
Fourth, R++ requires that rules branch only on data in objects. This was done so that changes to the branch structure would be easy to detect. Branching on a general expression is possible, under the same caveat as given above for data used by functions, but keeping track of the branching is more di cult.
Fifth, some rule languages allow other syntactic constructs in their rule conditions. Although we have found the current expressive power of R++ su cient for our purposes, it would be interesting to explore such possible extensions to R++. For example, we have not provided disjunction in rules, as it can be implemented using multiple rules, but it is a possible extension.
Finally, we believe that the same kind of integration that we achieved between rules and C++ objects in R++ can be realized in other object-oriented languages. We would thus like to incorporate R++ technology into other object-oriented languages such as Smalltalk and Java.
Summary
The key contribution of our work lies in the careful synthesis of two programming paradigms: objectoriented programming and data-driven computation. R++ adds path-based rules|rules that strictly follow inter-object paths in a domain model|as a new kind of class member, subservient to the object-oriented paradigm of C++. Member rules de ne the automatic behavior of a class, monitoring data members for changes that satisfy a rule's condition, and then executing the rule's action. A rule monitors all instances of its class and, by inheritance, all instances of derived classes. With syntax similar to C++ member functions and semantics like \automatic" member functions, R++ rules are relatively easy to learn and apply.
The main bene t of R++ compared to C++ is that the addition of rules provides a useful level of abstraction, allowing C++ programmers to avoid focusing on low-level implementation details when modeling dynamic collections of objects. Data-driven rules are valuable in object-oriented programs as an aid to maintaining model integrity and, more generally, as a way to express and apply situation/action directives to a domain model (for example, to react to important states, to describe state transitions, to apply business policies, and to detect exceptions). Rules can make programs clearer and more robust because a single rule to express a multi-object constraint or invariant or policy can replace several variants of the same logic scattered throughout the procedural code. Also, rules relieve the programmer of the burden of explicit procedural control since rules are triggered automatically by relevant construction and relevant change. By providing a useful level of abstraction, rules help bridge the gap between what a programmer wants to say and what he or she has to say.
The main bene t of R++ compared to previous integrations of rules and objects is that R++ uses path-based rather than OPS5-style pattern-matching rules. Because path-based rules must follow pointers already in a domain model, and because such rules have no more access capabilities than member functions, path-based rules are in conformance with the object-oriented paradigm. In addition, because path-based rules are simpler than OPS5-style rules, R++ admits a simpler, and more e cient, rule evaluation mechanism. While R++ programs take longer than C++ programs to execute, R++ programs typically take less time to execute than equivalent OPS5-style programs. Path-based rules thus o er performance advantages over pattern-matching rules for many natural applications.
By adding another paradigm to the programmer's repertoire, R++ expands the kinds and complexity of tractable applications. R++ has been used in the implementation of an alarm monitor for a telephone switching system where the object-oriented paradigm was used to model the structure of the switch and data-driven rules were used to monitor the state of the switch 11, 12, 13]. 22 Because R++ allowed programmers to focus more on the problem rather than on the low-level details, the use of R++ resulted in considerable savings of both code and expense.
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Appendix: A Complete R++ Program
This section presents an example of a complete R++ program, using a simple alarm monitoring domain. The program uses knowledge about a device's design in order to process alarms, and is motivated by our alarm monitor application. The program consists of three les: a class header le (Figure 10 ), a class source le (Figure 11) , and a main source le ( Figure 12 ). Rule-containing les have the letter \r" in their su x to indicate that the les must be translated into C++ by the R++ translator. By R++ convention, rule-a ecting classes are de ned in \.rh" les, while member functions and R++ \member rules" are de ned in \.rC" les. R++ translates these les into \.r.h" and \.r.C" les, respectively. Figure 10 shows the class de nitions that are used to represent the domain model. The device to be monitored and its component devices are organized into a class hierarchy. Diagnostically important relationships between devices are represented as links between objects. The part of and components of links represent physical part-whole and whole-part relationships, respectively. Standby means that if one component fails its standby partner will take over automatically. Device objects also provide repositories for information acquired during the monitoring process, namely, current device state (state), as well as alarm histories generated by both a device (self alarm) and its component devices (component alarms). Figure 11 shows the rule de nitions for the rule declarations in Figure 10 . The rst three rules maintain the integrity of the device model. For any device that points to a larger device via part of, the rule add component creates a backpointer components of from the larger device to the device. The rule standby inverse ensures that the standby property is symmetric. For ABC devices, rule has standby controllers adds a standby pointer from a component controller device to another component controller, when the controllers satisfy certain properties.
The next three rules propagate alarms across devices. Whenever a device both has a new self alarm and is part of a larger device, the rule new component alarm adds the new alarm to the list of component alarms of the larger device. Whenever a device with a component alarm is itself part of another device, the rule propagate component alarm further propagates the alarm. However, the next rule overrides this propagation rule, replacing it, for devices of type XYZ, with a rule that does not propagate the alarm.
The next rule takes a device out of service based on the results of alarm monitoring. While in a real monitoring system alarms are typically subject to thresholding, in rule go out of service we assume that this->set_state(OUT_SVC);} rule Device::alert_if_device_out { state == OUT_SVC => cout << "\n*** ALERT *** Device " << this << " is out of service" << endl;} rule Device::alert_if_device_in_standby_out { state == IN_SVC && Device * stby = standby && stby->state == OUT_SVC => cout << "\n*** ALERT *** Stand-by " << standby << " for device " << this << " is out of service" << endl;} rule Device::alert_if_device_out_standby_out { state == OUT_SVC && Device * stby = standby && stby->state == OUT_SVC => cout << "\n*** ALERT *** Stand-by partners " << stby << " and " << this << " are out of service" << endl;} rule Frame::alert_if_multiple_alarming_components { component_alarms.length() > 1 => cout << "\n*** ALERT *** Multiple alarming components for device " << this << endl;} Alarm::Alarm(Device * dvc) {cout << "\n>> New alarm on device " << dvc << endl; dvc->set_self_alarm(this);} Figure 11 : File \example.rC" (functions/rules). a single alarm on a device will take it out of service. The remaining rules monitor for conditions that require technicians to be alerted, and generate appropriate alert messages. The rule alert if device out generates an alert whenever a device is taken out of service. The next two rules use knowledge about the device's design (namely, knowledge of its standby relationships) to warn about potential and actual backup failures when devices go out of service. The rule alert if multiple alarming components uses the part-whole structure of the device model to hypothesize a root cause of some alarms. In particular, if at least two components of a Frame device are generating alarms, then the frame is considered suspect (even if it is itself not alarming). Figure 12 shows the main source le. C++ constructor functions are used to create seven devices and a set of part of links between them. Constructor functions are also used to create three alarms and to associate them with devices using self alarm. Figure 13 pictorially represents part of this device model. Boxes represent devices, the nesting of boxes represent the part of (and components of relationships), and the labeled arrows represent the standby relationships (discussed below). Figure 14 shows the output of the alarm monitor. R++ rules add the components of and standby Finally, when the last alarm is generated (on Cntl1 of ABC6 of Proc0), the alarm is propagated to ABC6. This propagation causes the alarm to be further propagated to Proc0 and the alert about ABC6 to be generated. The alarm on Cntl1 also causes Cntl1 to go out of service, which causes the remaining alert messages to be generated.
